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ABSTRACT The phenomenon of faster relaxation of small-molecule glass-forming liquids upon addition
of a higher T,polymer is examined for mixtures of Aroclor 1248 (PCB) with poly(vinylethy1ene)(PVE). In
this system the anomaly can be ascribed to the positive changes in volume on mixing. Contributions to the
observed behavior from changes in local friction coefficient, as deduced from the coupling model of relaxation,
exert a less obvious influence. This can be contrasted with prior results on mixtures of poly(methy1phenylsiloxane)(PMPS)with the small-moleculeglass former 1,l-bis@-methoxypheny1)cyclohexane (BMC).lZ
Despite a similarly anomalous solvent modification, the volume change upon mixing is negative therein. This
suggeststhat changesin local friction,as inferred from comparisonof the components’noncooperative relaxation
times, are a general mechanism contributing to the local dynamics in mixtures.
Table 1. Polymer Samples

Introduction
The longstanding view that dilute polymer concentrations do not affect solvent rotational mobility has yielded
to recent experimental evidence. The presence of polymer
can significantly modify the local friction coefficient and
solvent rotational d y n a m i ~ s . ~An
’ unusual form of this
modification was recently seen8 in polychlorinated biphenyl (tradenamed Aroclor) containing a low concentration of dissolved 1,Zpolybutadiene. The common expectation is that a solvent-rich mixture containing a higher
Tgpolymer will exhibit an increased relaxation time over
that of the neat solvent; that is, if the local polymer
dynamics are slower than the diluent dynamics, the latter
can be slowed down by addition of the polymer. This
behavior is invariably observed for mixtures of liquids
having very different glass transition temperatures. The
glass transition temperature of the mixture, as well as the
relaxation times of all components, falls between those of
the neat liquids. Dynamic depolarized light scattering
measurements8 established for a solvent-rich PCB/PVE
mixture that the polymer not only alters the dynamic
properties of the small-molecule solvent but unexpectedly
decreases the PCB reorientational relaxation time. The
observed enhancement in the solvent mobility is remarkable in that the Tgof the PVE was approximately 19 deg
above that of neat PCB.
An interpretation of this phenomenon was presented8
based on the coupling model of r e l a x a t i ~ n . ~According
J~
to the coupling model, the observed relaxation time, T*,
depends on both the local friction and the extent to which
nonbonded neighboring molecules constrain the local
motion

where oC-’defines the inception of intermolecular constraints and n is a measure of the severity of intermolecular
constraints. The local friction factor is reflected in the
magnitude of TO,the relaxation time in the absence of
intermolecular constraints. Recent quasielastic neutron
scattering experiments performed on poly(viny1chloride)”
provide direct evidence of a slowing down in the local
dynamics at a temperature insensitive time, uC-l.

* Abstract published in Advance ACS Abstracts, June 1, 1994.

polymer

mol wt

% vinyl groups’

PVE-1

27600
153000
387000

93
96
83

PVE-h

Tab(K)
268
274
258
239

TZc(K)
261.3
264.4
250.3

nd

0.64
0.65
0.63
0.41

PBD-h
PCB
228.6
a The remaining chain units are l,.l-polybutadiene. Differential
scanning calorimetry at 10 K/min. The temperature at which the
mechanicalrelaxation time equals 100s. Thesevalues are consistent
with previously reported results.12JS

Since a distribution of local environments exists in a
mixture, the observed relaxation time reflects an average;
that is, T*is the relaxation time for the nominal composition. According to the coupling model, PVE segmental
relaxation is highly cooperative (ascribed to the presence
of the sterically hindering pendant vinyl groups12J3),in
contrast to PCB, which is not as strongly intermolecularly
coupled (smaller n). While chlorinated biphenyls are
regarded as a high-viscosity fluids and even associated
with clustering,lP16 in the framework of the coupling
model, such aspects are subsumed in the “static mean
field” part of the intermolecular interaction. In combination with any intramolecular energy barriers, this determines the value of TO in eq 1and should be distinguished
from the constraint dynamics part underlying the magnitude of the coupling parameter n.
Even though the PVE has a higher Tgthan the PCB,
the nonlinearity of eq 1 suggests that this is due to its
larger coupling parameter; the polymer may have a smaller
friction coefficient (i.e., smaller TO). The strong intermolecular coupling of the neat polymer is alleviated by
dilution, whereby its relaxation time could actually become
shorter than that of the PCB. This was demonstrated8
using eq 1, where the relaxation time in the absence of
intermolecular constraints was predicted to be less for
PVE than for PCB, T~(PVE)< TO(PCB). Hence, the
coupling model predicts a reversal in relaxation times since
T*(PVE) > T*(PCB). This implies that addition of the
higher Tgpolymer would speed up relaxation of the PCB.
In their application of the coupling model, Rizos and Ngai8
gave no consideration to possible modification of TO’Sdue
to the nonzero excess volume of mixing (i.e., a nonideal
mixing volume7J7J8).
Recently, similar coupling model-derived arguments
were advanced to explain the anomalous solvent modification in mixtures of poly(methy1phenylsiloxane) (PMPS)
with a small-molecule glass former, 1,l-bis@-methoxy-
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Figure 1. Dynamic mechanical storage moduli, G', measured for neat PCB ( 0 )and PCB containing 10% PW-1 (A)at 228.2,231.2,
234.2, 237.2, and 242.7 K (moving from lower to higher frequency). At each temperature, the added polymer causes a slight shift to
higher frequency.
pheny1)cyclohexane ( B M 0 2 The reorientational dynamics of BMC are faster in the presence of higher TgPMPS.
While nonzero excess volume can modify the solution
d y n a m i c ~ , ~ BMC
? ~ O densifies when mixed with a small
concentration of PMPS.2 On the basis of free volume
ideas,7,21*22
this negative excess volume should slow down
the BMC motion, contrary to the experimental results. In
the case of BMC/PMPS, the coupling model offers the
only tenable hypothesis for the observed speeding up of
the BMC relaxation.
We have extended the work on the PVE/PCB system,
changing both the vinyl content of the PVE and its
molecular weight from that used in ref 8. In this fashion,
the coupling parameter n and the noncooperative relaxation time, 70, could be systematically varied. This enables
us to probe the origin of the anomalous speeding up of
PCB reorientation in the presence of the higher ?',polymer.

Room temperature specific gravities,relative to propanol,were
obtained using the buoyancy method (ASTMmethod D792 A-1)
and by pycnometry (ASTM designation D792 A-2). Sample
masses exceeding 0.1 g were used in conjunction with a Mettler
AE163 balance (accuracy = 0.1 mg), yielding four significant
figures for the density determinations.

Rssults a n d Discussion
The dynamic mechanical storage and loss moduli,
measured at various temperatures, are plotted in Figures
1and 2 for both neat PCB and a mixture containing 10%
PVE-1. Notwithstanding the higher Tgof PVE-1,the PCB
reorientational relaxation time is observed to decrease
upon mixing. Also shown in the semilogarithmic plots of
Figure 2 are the best fib to the Kohlrausch-WilliamsWatts stretched exponential f u n c t i ~ n ~ ~ ? ~ ~

Experimental Section
The polybutadienes used were obtained from the Firestone
Tire and Rubber Co. The vinyl content of these atactic, random
copolymers are listed, along with their weight-average molecular
weights and glass transition temperatures, in Table 1. We refer
to thg highest vinyl polybutadienesas PVE (poly(vinylethylene)),
while the polymer having more (ca. 17%) 1,4-microstructureis
referred to as PBD. Higher and lower molecular weights are
designated by -hand -1, respectively (note that all polymers used
herein had higher molecular weights, and thus higher Tis,than
the PVE in ref 8). The PCB was Aroclor 1248from the Monsanto
Chemical Co., a glass-forming liquid consisting of randomly
chlorinated biphenyls (average chlorine content = 48% 1. Mixtures were prepared by dropwise addition of the PCB onto cast
films of the polybutadiene, followed by annealing with periodic
mechanical agitation for several weeks at room temperature.
Dynamic mechanical data in the vicinity of the glass transition
zone were obtained with a Bohlin VOR rheometer using a parallelplate geometry. Sample radii and gaps were typically 6 and 2
mm, respectively. Prior to measurements at any given temperature, samples were maintained for a time period exceeding
the anticipated relaxation time. Reproducibility was affirmed
by repeat measurements after varying time periods.

using

In none of these measurements was there any evidence of
multiple glass transitions, as has been reported for a few
other mixtures of small molecules with p0lymers.'6*~5-~9
This is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the dynamic
moduli of the 50150 mixture measured a t a fixed frequency
over a wide range of temperatures. Only one transition
is observed. Note that the T* in eqs 1 and 2 is very nearly
equal to (27rfP).-',wheref, is the frequency of the maximum
in the dynamic loss modulus.
According to the coupling mode1,QJObroader dispersions
(larger n values) for amorphous polymers are associated
with more intermolecular cooperativity, while a narrow
dispersion implies weaker constraints on the relaxation
from nonbonded neighbors. The best-fit values for n are
listed in Table 1. The magnitude of n was only weakly
dependent on temperature, varying no more than f0.02
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Figure 2. Dynamic mechanical loss moduli, G", measured for neat PCB ( 0 )and PCB containing 10% PVE-1 (A)along with the fit
to eq 2. The data correspond to the temperatures given in Figure 1. At each temperature,the added polymer causes a slight increase
in amplitude and a shift to higher frequency. Even though the added polymer has a higher Tg,
the PCB relaxation time decreases
for the mixture.
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Figure 3. Temperaturedependence of the dynamic mechanical
moduli measured at 1Hz for PCB containing 50%PVE-1. Only

one transition is observed for the mixture. The glass transition
temperaturesof the neat componentsare indicatedby the vertical
arrows.
over the range of measurement temperatures. The results
for the neat polymers are consistent with previously
reported values.12J3
Displayed in Figure 4 is the temperature dependence of
the relaxation times measured for various compositions
of PCB with the low molecular weight PVE-1. Also
included in Figure 4 are the best fits of the Vogel-Fulcher
equation21
7*

= A e x P (Bm )

(4)

Figure 4 has two interesting features. First, the PCB-rich
mixtures (>75 % PCB) possess shorter relaxation times
than neat PCB; that is, addition of a higher glass transition
temperature component decreases the relaxation time of
the PCB. Second, the 50% composition exhibits a

relaxation time near that of neat PCB; the composition
dependence of the relaxation times is highly skewed. Using
an operational definition of Tgas the temperature at which
the relaxation time equals 100 s (with eq 4 used to
interpolate the experimental data), the glass transition
temperatures of the PCB-rich mixtures (>75% PCB) are
found to be less than Te of neat PCB (Figure 5). This is
contrary to the expectation that mixture transition
temperatures will be intermediate to those of the pure
components.
The anomalous relaxation behavior seen in Figures 1,
2,4, and 5 is analogous to results obtained on the PMPS/
BMC132 and low molecular weight PVE/PCB systems8
discussed earlier, where the addition of a small quantity
of higher Tgpolymer also shortens the relaxation time. It
was proposed therein that the reversal predicted from eq
1 in going from T * , the relaxation time observed for the
neat material, to the noncooperative relaxation time 70
underlies the anomaly. The idea is that while T* depends
both on the strength of the intermolecular coupling (i.e.,
n) and on the local friction coefficient (as reflected in T ~ ) ,
alleviation of the intermolecular constraints in the neat
polymer upon mixing makes irrelevant the value of T*
(and Te) measured for the neat polymer. This implies
that the nature of the solvent modification must be gauged
from the relative magnitudes of the component ~ o ( s .
Considering PVE-1 and PVE-h, it has been previously
demon~trated~~93~
that polymers having the same chemical
structure will exhibit equivalent coupling parameters;
however, the individual T * % (and hence the glasstransition
temperatures) are not the same if the molecular weights,
and TO'S, are different (Table 1). As a result, the reversal
reported for a very low molecular weight PVE with PCBF
whereby at the same temperature
T*(PVE) >> 7*(PCB)
but
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Figure 4. Relaxation times for PCB, PVE-1, and their mixtures as a function of inverse temperature. The concentration by weight
of polymer is indicated, with the solid curves representing the fit to eq 4. Anomalous relaxation behavior is seen for all PCB-rich

mixtures.
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Figure 5. Composition dependence (by weight) of the glass
transition temperatures, taken as the temperature at which the
relaxation time equals 100 s, with eq 4 used to interpolate the
measured data. Note that the T ’a of the PCB-rich mixtures
(>75% PCB) are less than neat #CB.

rO(PVE)<< T~(PCB)
is calculated (eq 1)to not inhere in either of the present
cases (PVE-h or PVE-1). That is,
7*(PVE-h) >> 7*(PCB)
7*(PVE-l) >> 7*(PCB)
and
T,(PVE-h) > T~(PCB)
To(PVE-l)> ro(PCB)
There is no reversal in the magnitudes of the cooperative
(T*)and noncooperative (TO) relaxation times, although
the mismatch in the time scales of PVE and PCB motions

is still significantly reduced from the degree expected from
simple Tg (or 7*) considerations. Nevertheless, the
prediction is that addition of the polymer should slow
down the PCB relaxation; notwithstanding, Figure 4
reveah that anomalous speeding up of the PCB reorientation occurs upon addition of the PVE. This indicates that
some other mechanism also contributes to the anomalous
behavior seen herein.
We also examined the effect on the PCB dynamics of
addition of a polybutadiene having lower 1,Zcontent. Due
to its lower concentration of pendant vinyl groups, this
PBD-h (Table 1) has a lower Tgand smaller n.30 This
means that its 7* will be closer to that of PCB; however,
given the nonlinear dependence on n (eq l),still TO(PBDh) > 70(PCB). Nevertheless, the anomaly of faster PCB
relaxation upon addition of higher Tgpolymer persists
(Figure 6).
The mechanism proposed previously> that the noncooperative relaxation time of the polymer is smaller than
T~(PCB),
cannot in this simple form explain the present
results. A nonideal volume change of mixing (i.e., positive
excessv0lume’~-~9)
is potentially the other factor governing
the changes in PCB relaxation times. To assess this
influence herein, the densities of the pure PCB and PVE1, along with 50 and 80% PCB-rich mixtures, were
measured. The results (Figure 7) reveal that the density
of the PCB decreases on addition of polymer to a value
less than the arithmetic mean of the pure component
densities. While densification (mixture densities greater
than the linearly interpolated value from the pure
components) is more commonly observed for mixtures of
small molecules with polymers,”-19 positive volume changes
have on occasion been reported for polymer solutions.32
From a simple free volume interpretation,7*21s22
a positive
excess volume should increase the mobility of the PCB,
in accord with the experimental results.
Summary
We conclude that a positive volume change of mixing
is primarily the cause of the faster PCB relaxation when
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opposite from expectations based on conventional ideas
about Tgand free volume. Chemical interaction between
the components in a blend can, of course, also exert an
influence on the glass transition temperatures20J3 and
relaxation dynamics34of mixtures.
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